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if you are using the latest version of flowjo, you will have to import the old legacy fcs files with which you are familiar. while these files are no longer needed, you will need to import them in order for your workspace to load data files correctly. in order to do this, you may need to find an old copy of the fcs files that were used to create a
workspace, or set up a new workspace using the “add and load fcs file” option. flowjo is an incredibly powerful program, but it can be challenging to use and learn. flowjo uses a powerful scripting language called “flowscript” to handle all of the data manipulation and workspace setup. the flowscript is not difficult to use, but it can be

complex to learn and use if you are unfamiliar with coding languages. this has become less of an issue, as the flowscript has been available to the community for a few years. if you are interested in learning how to create custom scripts to manipulate your data and automate your workflow, this is a must-have tool for any researcher. the
full version of flowjo is a powerful flow cytometry data analysis software. its multipurpose design and comprehensive array of functionality allow users to perform a wide range of data analysis tasks including: file organization, data cleanup, cell population identification, cell population quantitation, gating, compensation, and data
summarization. the program is fully compatible with the latest flowjo releases and offers support for multi-dimensional data analysis. if you are unsure about what steps to take to get flowjo installed and configured, or even if you are looking for a way to simply try flowjo for free, we can be of assistance. our flowjo user education

program is well-established and highly regarded. this program includes an interactive user-training video, real-time technical support and free 30-day trial licenses.
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if youve already used flowjo, you may want to consider using the advanced tutorial. it will teach you how to do the following: use the advanced tools; connect to databases; export, sort, and manipulate data; work with fcs files; and run a simulation of your data. if youd like to test flowjo with your own data, you can download
a version of the basic tutorial that can be run with your own data. its available for free, but requires a free 30-day trial license. if youd like to start your own tutorial, please email us at tutorials@flowjo.com to let us know which tutorial youd like to create. the tutorials demo datacontains a set of fcs raw data and a detailed

printable instruction manual (pdf, doc, or txt file). dont have time to read the manuals no problem! weve compiled a set of short (1-5 min) video tutorials that use the same demo data to teach you how to effectively utilize the program. theyre even broken down into small sections so you can select which part of the program
youd like to learn about.please note, the demo data files are the only files that can be used with the demo version of flowjo. if youd like to test flowjo with your own data, first get a free 30-day trial license. if youre a first time user of flowjo software you should begin by downloading thebasic tutorialfrom our tutorials

webpage. the basic tutorial data comes from a small antibody dilution experiment. it will guide you through the basics of flowjo; sample organization, gating, adding statistics, and batching tables and figure layouts. the basic tutorial will get you started with flowjo. once youve got your feet wet with the tutorial, feel free to
explore the rest of flowjo.flowjo 10.2 includes a set of tools for discovery including downsampling, tsne and cellontology. you'll find these as 'plugins' in the populations band -- each offers one-click access to powerful tools to reduce any number of parameters to two and to query a database to name unknown populations.
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